Webinar - Risk Management
in the time of COVID-19
June 11, 2020 9-11 am Eastern Standard Time (14:00- 16:00 GMT+1 Summer time)
AON and the Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) are presenting
a Webinar on Risk Management in the time of COVID-19.

As COVID-19 continues, new challenges are being created for energy, petrochemical and
chemical companies. While firms meet new challenges and adapt to new risks posed
by the pandemic, the industry must continue its operations to provide energy and vital
chemicals globally. Risks need to be better understood, managed and mitigated and
operational frameworks adapted.
This webinar takes a look at some of the lessons already learned as well as best practices
from both an insurance and process safety risk management perspective.
The webinar will cover:
•		Risk Identification / HIRA: Are you
identifying, prioritizing & managing the right
risks? How can you conduct Hazard Analysis
and Risk Assessment (HIRA) remotely or
with reduced staff? How can you be sure
there are no weak links?
•		Best Practices & Assessment: Are you
comparing/assessing against global best
practice e.g. Risk Based Process Safety?
•		Workforce Involvement: With limited
resources, can you manage your response
without taking valuable time from your
operations teams? How are you effectively
managing teams and asset changes?

•		Stakeholder Outreach: How do you
ensure effective communication of your risk
management plan to internal and external
stakeholders, including insurers?
• Safety Culture: Are you maintaining process
safety sense of vulnerability? Does your
leadership ensure employee engagement
and involvement in a safety culture?

Register for the
webinar now.

About Aon
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global professional services firm providing
a broad range of risk, retirement and health solutions. We empower results for
clients by using proprietary data and analytics to deliver insights that reduce
volatility and improve performance.

About CCPS
The CCPS brings together manufacturers, government agencies, consultants,
academia and insurers to lead the way in improving industrial process safety.

